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In the City of Pigs
978-1-4597-4908-5 PBK

CA$23.99 / US$19.99
Finalist, Amazon Canada First Novel Award

Recent Highlights

The Petting Zoos
978-1-4597-4880-4 PBK

CA$23.99 / US$18.99
WINNER, Kobo Emerging Writer Prize for 

Speculative Fiction



Publisher’s Note

While I’m excited to present our Winter 2024 publishing program, I’m writing this 
note in the summer of 2023, soon after I’ve received sad news. Dundurn Press’s 
founder and Publisher Emeritus, Kirk Howard, passed away on June 30, 2023. Kirk 
was an affable, kind, and courteous man who led his team with quiet determination. 
Many of us currently at the press worked with him for years and learned much from 
him before he sold the company in 2019. The entire Dundurn team has been reflect-
ing on how his decades of leadership and hard work underpin our ability to provide 
quality works to book lovers today.

Kirk established Dundurn Press in 1972 to publish books on Canadian history. 
The press expanded over the ensuing decades, particularly during the 1990s and 
2000s, when Dundurn acquired other independent Canadian publishers, effect-
ively expanding the list to encompass numerous genres. Thousands of books were 
published during Kirk’s tenure and many were nominated for awards such as the 
Commonwealth Writers’ Prize, the Governor General’s Award, the Speaker’s Book 
Award, and the City of Ottawa, Victoria, and Toronto book awards. 

During his long career, Kirk played a significant part in the development of 
Canadian publishing, holding numerous industry posts, such as the President of the 
Association of Canadian Publishers and Treasurer of Livres Canada Books, among 
others. In 2019, he was immensely pleased to top off his career and mark his retire-
ment with his investiture into the Order of Canada.

Our current list continues Dundurn Press’s strong tradition of non-fiction with 
Jon Peirce’s Work Less, a deep dive into work culture in step with our times. Two of 
our history titles take a forensic look into two very different war crimes: the sinking 
of a hospital ship in Nate Hendley’s Atrocity on the Atlantic, and the trial of Kanao 
Inouye in Patrick Brode’s Traitor by Default. 

Our literary imprint, Rare Machines, excites more than ever with Secret Sex: An 
Anthology. The best authors on the scene — Heather O’Neill, francesca ekwuyasi, 
Michael Winter, Drew Hayden Taylor, Zoe Whittall, plus nineteen others — have 
each provided a short piece of sex writing for the book. But we’re not going to tell you 
who came up with what — you’ll just have to dream that up yourself.

It seems fitting that in Winter 2024 we have three new editions of popular 
books originally published by Kirk Howard: The Canadian Constitution by Adam 
Dodek, The Avro Arrow by Palmiro Campagna, and Parenting Your Parents by Bart 
Mindszenthy and Dr. Michael Gordon. I am so pleased to be able to honour Kirk’s 
legacy by presenting these Dundurn classics to a new readership.

 Kwame Scott Fraser, Publisher 

 Dundurn Press
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New risky fiction — with no names attached.

If authors could write their sex scenes anonymously, would they be less reticent?
Would they include the stuff they didn’t want their mom, or the newspapers, to
read?

Here are twenty-four original short pieces of fiction on the theme of sex, by
twenty-four prominent authors living in Canada. Heather O’Neill, Lisa Moore,
Michael Winter, Zoe Whittall, Pasha Malla, francesca ekwuyasi, Drew Hayden
Taylor, Tamara Faith Berger, and Susan Swan are among these. But we won’t tell
you who wrote what.

The pieces are uncensored, unpredictable; they veer from graphic to subtle to
surreal. There is straight sex and gay sex. There is frustrated sex. There is sex that
happens entirely through text messages. Secret Sex is a book of erotic imaginings
by some of Canada’s most sophisticated and respected writers, working in total
freedom, secretly.

Featuring Angie Abdou, Jean-Marc Ah-Sen, Tamara Faith Berger, Jowita
Bydlowska, Xaiver Campbell, K.S. Covert, francesca ekwuyasi, Anna Fitzpatrick,
Drew Hayden Taylor, Victoria Hetherington, Marni Jackson, Andrew Kaufman,
Michael LaPointe, Pasha Malla, Sophie McCreesh, Lisa Moore, Heather O’Neill,
Lee Suksi, Susan Swan, Heidi von Palleske, Aley Waterman, Zoe Whittall, David
Whitton, Michael Winter

A RARE MACHINES BOOK

Anthology editor Russell Smith is a novelist and acquiring editor at Dundurn Press.
He lives in Toronto.

SECRET SEX
An Anthology
edited by Russell Smith

Paperback
978-1-4597-5242-9
272 pages, 5.5 x 8.5

CANADA January 2, 2024 • $24.99
U.S. January 30, 2024 • $21.99

Rights World, All Languages

FICTION / Erotica / Collections &
Anthologies

generated on 07/21/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com
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Through luminescent light, ancestral paths, and a Caribbean spirit-inflected
world, Naniki explores the musings and inner workings of the deep blue — the
Caribbean Sea — and its shape-shifting sea beings.

As the sea mirrors the light from the blue skies, and its depths are exposed by
daggers of sunlight, so too Naniki reveals and honours the Indigenous roots of the
Caribbean and its people, whose destiny is tied to the sea, the vessel of collective
memory. Set in the Caribbean Basin, Naniki is a futuristic cross-cultural tale
imbued with magic realism.

Co-protagonists Amana and Skelele are made of water and air, the essence of
their beings intertwined with Taino and African ancestry. They evolved as
elemental beings of the Anthropocene, and shape-shifting with their naniki
“active spirits” or animal avatars, they begin an archipelagic journey to see the
strange future they dreamed of. Until devastation erupts.

Tasked by their elders to go back in time to the source of the First People’s
knowledge, they must surmount historical and mythological challenges alike.
How can they navigate and overcome to regenerate themselves, their love, their
islands, and seas?

A RARE MACHINES BOOK

Oonya Kempadoo is the author of three novels and is critically acclaimed on both
sides of the Atlantic. A creative practitioner with an interest in cross-disciplinary
dialogue, she is a citizen of England, Guyana, and Grenada, and currently lives in
Montreal.

NANIKI
by Oonya Kempadoo

Paperback
978-1-4597-5149-1
224 pages, 5 x 7
bibliography

CANADA January 23, 2024 • $24.99

Rights Canada, Caribbean; English, Creole
only

FICTION / World Literature / Caribbean &
West Indies

Of related interest:

Suite as Sugar

The Polished Hoe

generated on 07/13/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

978-1-4597-5071-5

978-1-4597-5097-5
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Inspector Green suspects a homicide relates to an elite teen hockey player in
this gripping police procedural for fans of Louise Penny and Michael Connelly.

A seventeen-year-old sets out to meet her secret lover by Ottawa’s Hog’s Back
Falls. Three days later, her body washes up in the shallows. The public fears a
sexual predator is on the loose, but Inspector Green suspects a more personal
connection.

His search for answers draws him into the world of elite young athletes, drugs,
and teenage sexuality. Then a social worker who knows too much disappears, and
blood is found in the house of a star with NHL prospects. Unless Green can unravel
the truth, how many others will pay the ultimate price for a young man's dreams?

A book to be savoured, not only for its meticulous plotting and sheer eloquence, but
for the underlying message. Ottawa Citizen

Barbara Fradkin is a retired psychologist who is fascinated with why people turn
bad. She is the author of the critically acclaimed Amanda Doucette series and the
award-winning Inspector Green novels. She lives in Ottawa.

DREAM CHASERS
An Inspector Green Mystery
2nd Edition
by Barbara Fradkin

Paperback
978-1-4597-5387-7
330 pages, 5 x 8

CANADA January 2, 2024 • $21.99
U.S. January 30, 2024 • $17.99

Rights World, All Languages

An Inspector Green Mystery #6
FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Police
Procedural

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

IN THE SAME SERIES:
Do or Die #1
978-1-4597-5102-6

Once Upon a Time #2
978-1-4597-5103-3

Mist Walker #3
978-1-4597-5104-0

Fifth Son #4
978-1-4597-5105-7

Honour Among Men #5
978-1-4597-5106-4

This Thing of Darkness #7
978-1-4597-5390-7
Avabile in Sept 2024

The Devil to Pay #11
978-1-4597-4384-7

Book #12
Available Jan 2025!
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Tony Vicar is wrestling against the ordinary patterns his life has fallen into, until
dark secrets and a dangerous woman from the past threaten to upend it all.

After the devastating fire that nearly destroyed his hotel and pub, Tony Vicar has
rebuilt both Hotel Valentine and The Vicar’s Knickers once again. But the glamour
of being a barman has lost some of its lustre and the responsibility is incessant.
Even a couple of famous television mediums determined to uncover the truth
about the hotel’s mysterious ghost can’t seem to stir Vicar from the unwelcome
state of “normality” his life has settled into.

But life in Tyee Lagoon has a way of veering away from normal, as proven when
femme fatale Serena, unexpectedly freed of criminal charges, returns to town to
steal back baby Frankie — who she abandoned on Vicar’s doorstep two years
before — and hopefully ensnare Tony in the process. Serena hits a new high in
outrageous and dangerous behaviour, allowing no one, especially not Tony’s
girlfriend Jacquie O, to get in her way.

On the defensive, Vicar tries to protect his little family, while simultaneously
attempting to stop the endless circles of his life and learn lessons about
authenticity, caring, and the surprising power of his effect on others … including
his mother-in-law.

Vince R. Ditrich is the author of The Liquor Vicar and The Vicar’s Knickers, as well as
the drummer and manager of the band Spirit of the West. Vince lives on
Vancouver Island, B.C.

THE VICAR VORTEX
by Vince R. Ditrich

Paperback
978-1-4597-4731-9
296 pages, 5 x 8

CANADA February 27, 2024 • $21.99
U.S. March 26, 2024 • $17.99

Rights World, All Languages

The Mildly Catastrophic Misadventures of
Tony Vicar #3
FICTION / Humorous / General

In the same series:

The Vicar's Knickers

The Liquor Vicar

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

978-1-4597-4728-9

978-1-4597-4725-8
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You can’t have a healthy economy with an unhealthy work force. Work Less
proposes ways to reduce work hours and keep workers happier, healthier, and
more productive.

Recent years have revealed just how stressed out many workers are. While the
trend to longer hours has been developing for several decades, the trend’s effects
have been aggravated during the pandemic by the growing use of Zoom and
other new technologies for meetings with clients, customers, and co-workers.

Exhausted and fed up, today’s workers are starting to insist on shorter hours and
greater flexibility as to where they do their work. There is growing consensus that
the forty-hour week, the norm since the 1940s, has outlived its usefulness. And
there is an urgent need for new work schedules that adequately reflect the far
greater intensity of work today, as well as the greater non-work demands on a
work force that is nearly half female.

Work Less offers practical scheduling suggestions to employers and workers and
numerous policy options for government policy-makers to improve working
conditions.

Jon Peirce has been writing about work hours and the world of work for much of
the past twenty-five years. He has worked as a journalist, university professor, and
union staffer, and is the author of Canadian Industrial Relations. Jon lives and writes
in Gatineau, QC.

WORK LESS
New Strategies for a Changing
Workplace
by Jon Peirce

Paperback
978-1-4597-5131-6
296 pages, 6 x 9
6 b&w tables, bibliography, notes, index

CANADA January 30, 2024 • $29.99
U.S. February 27, 2024 • $22.99

Rights World, All Languages

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Human
Resources & Personnel Management

generated on 07/19/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com
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For Joey Philion, surviving the fire was only the beginning.

On the morning of March 10th, 1988, in Orillia, Ontario, a house fire engulfed
fourteen-year-old Joey Philion in flames. He suffered third degree burns on 95
percent of his body. Doctors didn’t think he would make it through the night.

After the Flames is about one of the world's most famous burn victims: his
incredible survival, his nightmarish path to recovery that helped revolutionize
medical treatment for burn victims worldwide, the fame thrust upon him after he
was declared a hero from the media, and the tumultuous years that followed,
most of which were spent under the microscope of an unforgiving public eye.

The story also follows Joey’s family, including his mother Linda, stepfather Mike,
and younger brother Danny, all of whom endured their own tremendous
hardships in the wake of a fire that changed their lives forever.

Jonathan R. Rose is an avid traveller, spending more than half of his adult life
abroad, with no intention of stopping. He is the author of the books, Carrion, The
Spirit of Laughter, and Wedlock. He currently lives in Mississauga, Ontario.

AFTER THE FLAMES
A Burn Victim's Battle With
Celebrity
by Jonathan R. Rose

Paperback
978-1-4597-5378-5
280 pages, 5.5 x 8.5

CANADA January 23, 2024 • $25.99
U.S. February 20, 2024 • $21.99

Rights World, All Languages

TRUE CRIME / Con Artists, Hoaxes &
Deceptions

Of related interest:

The Castleton
Massacre

Bad Trips

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

978-1-4597-4986-3

978-1-4597-4925-2
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The story of a cancer diagnosis that tore apart a family and how those left
behind put it back together, told one hazy memory at a time.

Gonzalo is married to his high school sweetheart, Erica. With one child already
and another on the way, they purchase their first home and the future looks rosy.
Unfortunately, things take a turn for the worse when they discover Erica has
terminal cancer during a routine ultrasound. What follows is a heart-rending
journey that still manages to find moments of humour and joy as Gonzalo
prepares his newborn for life while simultaneously saying goodbye to his wife.

A memoir told in fragments, Never Better is about reconciling hope with tragedy
and doing the best with the cards you’ve been dealt when you’re a widower and
father of two sons under two.

Gonzalo Riedel is a writer and editor. He’s the author of the story collection
Behaving This Way is All I Have Left. He lives in Winnipeg, with his two kids, and
with ghosts.

NEVER BETTER
Two Kids, Their Dad, and His Wife's
Ghost
by Gonzalo Riedel

Paperback
978-1-4597-5039-5
200 pages, 5 x 8

CANADA February 13, 2024 • $23.99
U.S. March 12, 2024 • $19.99

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Personal Memoirs

Of related interest:

The Wild Mandrake

Home Safe

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

978-1-4597-5074-6

978-1-4597-5027-2
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At the end of World War II, a young Japanese Canadian would stand trial and
face execution for having committed war crimes and betraying his country.

One of the most bizarre stories to emerge at the end of the Second World War
was that of Kanao Inouye. Born in Kamloops, B.C. in 1916, he had relocated to his
ancestral homeland of Japan, and by 1942 was a translator for the Japanese army.
Ironically, he was assigned to the prisoner of war camp in Hong Kong where he
became infamous as one of the “most sadistic guards” over the Canadian survivors
of the Battle of Hong Kong. Scores of prisoners would attest to his brutality
administered in revenge for the treatment he had received growing up in Canada.

His reputation was such that he was quickly apprehended after the war and faced
charges of war crimes. But his subsequent trials became mired in questions as to
who he really was. Was he a Canadian forced to serve in the Japanese military
machine? Or was he a devoted soldier of his Emperor obeying his superiors?

Patrick Brode has practised law since 1977. He is the author of many books on the
history of law and the prosecution of war crimes. Five of his books have been
shortlisted for awards including Dying for a Drink for the 2019 Crime Writers of
Canada Award. He lives in Windsor, Ontario.

TRAITOR BY DEFAULT
The Trials of Kanao Inouye, the
Kamloops Kid
by Patrick Brode
foreword by Christine Seki

Paperback
978-1-4597-5369-3
232 pages, 6 x 9
14 b&w illustrations, index

CANADA April 23, 2024 • $26.99
U.S. May 21, 2024 • $23.99

Rights World, All Languages

HISTORY / Wars & Conflicts / World War II
/ General

Of related interest:

The Captain Was a
Doctor

The Court of Better
Fiction

generated on 07/13/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

978-1-4597-4721-0

978-1-4597-4408-0
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How a German submarine sank a Canadian military hospital ship during the First
World War and sparked outrage.

On the evening of June 27, 1918, the Llandovery Castle — an unarmed, clearly
marked hospital ship used by the Canadian military — was torpedoed off the Irish
Coast by U-Boat 86, a German submarine.

Sinking hospital ships violated international law. To conceal his actions, the U-86
commander had the submarine deck guns fire on survivors. One lifeboat escaped
with witnesses to the atrocity. Global outrage over the attack ensued.

The sinking of the Llandovery Castle was adjudicated at the Leipzig War Crimes
Trials, an attempt to establish justice after hostilities ceased. The Llandovery Castle
case resulted in a historic legal precedent that guided subsequent war crime
prosecutions, including the Nuremberg Trials.

Atrocity on the Atlantic explores the Llandovery Castle sinking, the people impacted
by the attack, and the reasons why this wartime atrocity was largely forgotten.

Nate Hendley is a journalist and author of several books, primarily on
crime-related subjects. His book, The Beatle Bandit (about a murderous 1964 bank
heist) won the Crime Writers of Canada Award of Excellence for Non-Fiction in
2022. He lives in Toronto.

ATROCITY ON THE
ATLANTIC
Attack on a Canadian Hospital Ship
During the Great War
by Nate Hendley

Paperback
978-1-4597-5134-7
232 pages, 6 x 9
11 b&w illustrations, notes, bibliography

CANADA February 13, 2024 • $24.99
U.S. March 12, 2024 • $21.99

Rights World, All Languages

HISTORY / Military / Naval

By the same author:

The Beatle Bandit

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

978-1-4597-4810-1
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The harsh moralistic worldview of Jason Kenney has spurred right-wing
populism to the mainstream in Canadian politics, but he unleashed forces he
couldn’t control.

From Jason Kenney’s days as an anti-abortion activist at the University of San
Francisco, and through his years as a Canadian Taxpayers Federation lobbyist,
Reform MP, top cabinet minister in the Harper government, and Alberta premier,
he has been single-mindedly driven to bring his harsh moralistic worldview into
the mainstream.

Kenney took on the old guard of Canada’s liberal consensus and won, playing a
key role in shifting the country’s political discussion to the right. But the very
right-wing populist forces Kenney cultivated would come back to haunt him.

Jeremy Appel has observed Alberta politics and reported on various aspects of
Kenney’s agenda since 2017, when Kenney made his way across the province in
his big blue pickup truck to rile up aggrieved conservatives. Kenneyism examines
Kenney's political beliefs, his rise through federal political ranks, and his ultimate
resignation from the leadership of the United Conservative Party.

Jeremy Appel has been covering politics in Alberta since 2017. His work has
appeared in CBC News, the National Observer , Jacobin, Ricochet, the Breach, the
Maple, and the Canadian Jewish News, among other places. He lives in Edmonton
and writes the Orchard newsletter on Substack.

KENNEYISM
Jason Kenney's Pursuit of Power
by Jeremy Appel

Paperback
978-1-4597-5265-8
304 pages, 6 x 9
6 b&w illustrations, 5 graphs

CANADA February 6, 2024 • $27.99
U.S. March 5, 2024 • $24.99

Rights World, All Languages

POLITICAL SCIENCE / World / Canadian

Of related interest:

Notley Nation

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com

978-1-4597-3603-0
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An expanded edition of the bestselling book, including newly discovered
American records that shed further light on the disastrous cancellation of the
Avro Arrow.

The controversial cancellation of the Avro Arrow — an extraordinary achievement
of Canadian military aviation — continues to inspire debate today. When the
program was scrapped in 1959, all completed aircraft and those awaiting
assembly were destroyed, along with tooling and technical information. Was
abandoning the program the right decision? Did Canada lose more than it gained?

Brimming with information to fill the gaps in the Arrow’s troubled history, this
new edition also brings to light recently discovered documents that answer
whether the United States government wished Canada to continue the
development of what was considered the world’s most advanced interceptor
aircraft.

Palmiro Campagna is the author of Storms of Controversy: The Secret Avro Arrow
Files Revealed , Requiem for a Giant: A.V. Roe Canada and the Avro Arrow, and The
UFO Files: The Canadian Connection Exposed. He lives in Ottawa.

THE AVRO ARROW
For the Record
2nd Edition
by Palmiro Campagna
foreword by Chris Waddell

Paperback
978-1-4597-5316-7
296 pages, 6 x 9
51 b&w illustrations, bibliography, notes,
index

CANADA February 6, 2024 • $29.99
U.S. March 5, 2024 • $29.99

Rights World, All Languages

HISTORY / Military / Aviation & Space

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com
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A fully updated edition of the first-ever primer on Canada’s Constitution — for
anyone who wants to understand the supreme law of the land.

The Canadian Constitution makes Canada’s Constitution readily accessible to
readers. It includes the complete text of the Constitution Acts of 1867 and 1982,
accompanied by an explanation of what each section means, along with a
glossary of key terms, a short history of the Constitution, and a timeline of
important constitutional events. The Canadian Constitution explains how the
Supreme Court of Canada works and describes the people and issues involved in
leading constitutional cases.

Author Adam Dodek, a law professor at the University of Ottawa, provides the only
index to the Canadian Constitution, as well as fascinating background on the
Supreme Court and the Constitution. This new edition is a great primer for those
reading Canada’s Constitution for the first time and is a useful reference work for
students and scholars.

Adam Dodek is a professor and the former dean of the University of Ottawa
Common Law Section. He teaches and writes about the Canadian Constitution and
the Supreme Court of Canada. He has worked at the supreme courts of both
Canada and Israel, as well as the U.S. Court of Appeals. Adam lives in Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN
CONSTITUTION
3rd Edition
by Adam Dodek
foreword by The Right Honourable
Beverley McLachlin

Paperback
978-1-4597-5293-1
200 pages, 6 x 9
20 b&w illustrations

CANADA March 12, 2024 • $23.99
U.S. April 9, 2024 • $23.99

Rights World, All Languages

POLITICAL SCIENCE / Constitutions

generated on 07/21/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com
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A compendium of family scenarios for those dealing with the guilt, worry, and
difficult decisions that come with eldercare.

Is it time for your aging father to stop driving?
How can you balance your career opportunities with your mother’s care
needs?
Can your parents cope on their own?
Is it time for long-term care? Given their reluctance, is that even an option?

Millions of people are dealing with aging parents and are stunned with the
complexities and demands of their care. As demographics change and societies
adapt, that caring — that parenting — isn’t getting any simpler.

In the fourth edition of this eldercare classic, advocate Bart J. Mindszenthy and
geriatrician Dr. Michael Gordon present twenty-seven case studies of families
working through the eldercare puzzle. With new scenarios covering legalized
marijuana and medically assisted dying, this revised and updated edition of
Parenting Your Parents makes the case for good planning, family unity, and being
aware of your loved ones’ health.

With the help of Gordon and Mindszenthy’s expert advice, care providers are able
to shed guilt and worry and become confident that they have done all they could
to make their parents’ latter years as fulfilling and comfortable as possible.

As an only child, Bart J. Mindszenthy spent years caring for his aging parents, and
is an eldercare advocate and author of several books about aging in the family.
Now a retired communications executive, he lives in Toronto.
Dr. Michael Gordon was Canada’s first Royal College Geriatrician and became VP
of Medicine at Toronto’s Baycrest Geriatric Centre. He is a University of Toronto
Emeritus Professor of Medicine and lives in Toronto.

PARENTING YOUR
PARENTS
Straight Talk About Aging in the
Family
4th Edition
by Bart J. Mindszenthy and Michael
Gordon
foreword by Paula Rochon

Paperback
978-1-4597-5409-6
320 pages, 6 x 9

CANADA March 26, 2024 • $29.99
U.S. April 23, 2024 • $24.99

Rights World, All Languages

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Eldercare

generated on 06/29/2023 generated using www.BooksoniX.com
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How to Order

IN CANADA
UTP Distribution
416-667-7791 • 800-565-9523
fax: 416-667-7832 • 800-221-9985
utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca

IN THE UNITED STATES
Publishers Group West
866-400-5351
fax: 800-838-1149
ips@ingramcontent.com

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Ingram Publisher Services UK
IPSUK.orders@ingramcontent.com

Now offering FREE freight in  
Canada through UTP Distribution

RETURNS POLICY
All returns must be properly packaged, unmarked 
(including pricing), and in re-saleable condition.  
No returns will be accepted before three months 
or after twelve months from the date of delivery. 
Returns will be credited only against future 
purchases. Credit notes must be used within 
twelve months of being issued. The publisher 
reserves the right to sell certain titles or to certain 
accounts on a nonreturnable basis. Please send all 
returns to the UTP Distribution centre and include 
the invoice number.

Canadian Trade Sales

HORNBLOWER GROUP
1-855-444-0770 
hornblowerbooks.com

Quebec
Karen Stacey 
514-704-3626  |  FAX 1-800-596-8496
kstacey@hornblowerbooks.com

Louis-Marc Simard 
514-239-3594  |  FAX 1-800-596-8496
lmsimard@hornblowerbooks.com

Toronto, Northern Ontario, 
and Southwestern Ontario
Roberta Samec 
416-461-7973  |  1-855-444-0770 ext. 1
FAX 416-461-0365
rsamec@hornblowerbooks.com

Atlantic Canada, Ottawa, 
Eastern Ontario, and Toronto
Laurie Martella 
416-461-7973  |  1-855-444-0770 ext. 2
FAX 416-461-0365
lmartella@hornblowerbooks.com

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
and Northwestern Ontario
Rorie Bruce 
204-781-1769  |  FAX 204-487-3993
rorbruce@mymts.net

Alberta, British Columbia, 
Northwest Territories, and Yukon
Read + Co  Books
Heather Read 
250-532-3976  |  FAX 250-984-7631
readandcobooks@gmail.com

Bridget Clark 
778-772-1276  |  FAX 250-984-7631
bridget@readandcobooks.ca
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